For a topological Hausdorff space X we study the hyperspaces 9(X), 2 X and Q(X) of all closed subsets, all non-empty closed subsets and all non-empty compact subsets endowed with the convergence of sets. In this paper we shall work with the filter description of this convergence, as defined by Choquet [2], which however is equivalent to the topological convergence of nets of sets as defined by Frolik and Mrowka. We shall study the relation between properties of X and properties of the spaces 9(X), 2 X and &(X) such as compactness, local compactness, regularity and the topological and pretopological character.
which has a compact closure is relatively compact. The converse holds for regular spaces but not in general [1, p. 98] . A topological space is said to be locally relatively compact if and only if every point has a relatively compact neighborhood.
In a pseudotopological space X the closure of a set A is denoted by A. The adherence of a filter ^is denoted by a^and it is the set of limits of the filters finer than < %. For each xGl the neighborhoodfilter %{x) is the intersection of all filters converging to x. We have %{x) -{A \x &X\A}. %(x) converges to x for every x E X if and only if X is pretopological If in addition %{x) has an open base for every x E X then X is topological. A pseudotopological space is Hausdorffii every filter has at most one limit and regular if §" converges to x whenever ®j converges to x, where §" = [{F\ F E f}]. The space is compact if every ultrafilter has a limit and it is locally compact if every convergent filter contains a compact set. In the sequel X will be a Hausdorff topological space containing at least two points.
2. The space <?( X). For a filter x on <&( X) let Sup x and Inf x be defined as in the previous section. Another characterization of Sup x will be useful. If & E x then w^ define £# = U {A \ A E &}. In [2, p. 61] it is shown that Sup x = n{E & \&Gx}-K X ^ 0 then {£ ft 16E E x} is a filterbase on X Let ^(x) be the filter generated. Then we have Sup xttjf(x). For any filter x on ty(X) we have Inf x C Sup x« For ultrafilters X we have Inf x = Sup x [2, p. 62] . Now let ty(X) be endowed with the Choquet structure.
Identifying x and {*}, X can be considered a subspace of ^P( X). The space ^P( X) is known to be a compact Hausdorff pseudotopology which is topological if and only if X is locally compact [4] , [11] . THEOREM (2.1) . The following properties are equivalent: (1) Xis locally compact, (2) 
Proof. (1) => (2) follows from the results of [4] and [11] . (2) =» (3) follows from the compactness of (4) follows from the theorem that every regular compact Hausdorff pseudotopology is topological. [12, p. 572] (4) =>(1). Suppose 9(X) is pretopological. It is sufficient to prove that X is locally relatively compact and regular. If X is not locally relatively compact then there is an x E X such that the neighborhoodfilter°^f {x) of x does not contain a relatively compact set. For each V G'Y(x) we choose an ultrafilter % K containing V and having no limit in X. Let % be an ultrafilter finer than T(x) V fl{% K | KGT(X)}. NOW let's consider X as a subspace of ${X). Then % generates a filter [%] on <$(X) converging to {x} and for any V E °V(x), % v generates a filter [% v 
} it follows that the neighborhoodfilter of 0 in ty{ X) will not converge to 0. Hence £P( X) is not pretopological. If X is not regular then let E be a non-empty closed subset of X such that £ ^ Pi [V\ V E T(£)} where T(£) is the neighborhoodfilter of E in X Let/^: X -* ty(X) be the function mapping x on {x} U is. For any
Hence Sup/ £ (T(£)) ^ £ and so f E (%E)) does not converge to E. It follows that ^P( X) is not pretopological. X is an open subspace of 9(X) and clearly 2 X is closed in <&(X) if and only if X is compact. So 2 X is compact if and only if X is compact as was stated by Choquet [2, p. 88] . If X is locally compact then
( X) is a compact topological space and so the open subspace 2 X is a locally compact topological space [2, p. 88] , [10, p. 241 ], Mrowka has shown that if X is regular and 2 X is topological then X is locally compact [10, p. 242] . We show the stronger result that even without the regularity assumption the local compactness of X follows from the pretopological character of 2 X .
THEOREM (3.1). Each of the following properties of2
x are equivalent to the local compactness of X:
Proof. That the local compactness of X implies (1), (2), (3) and (4), was explained in the previous remarks. We now prove the other implications.
(1) => X is locally compact: Suppose 2 X is pretopological. We shall prove that <*?( X) is also pretopological. Then X is locally compact as was shown in the previous theorem.
Let AE<9(X) and let (Xj) j€ =j be a family of filters on <S>(X) converging to A. If A ^ 0 then for each j E / we have Inf Xj ^ @ anc * hence 2 X E Xy .. So 2 X E D e/ x 7 an d therefore H Gt/ (x 7 /2^) converges to A in 2*. It follows that H yG/ x 7 converges to A in ^P(Z). If A = 0 then Sup x 7 -0 for every y E /. We may assume that x y ^ 0 f°r each yey.Let^ = S r (x,),let x = n, e/X , and ^( X ) = 3\ Then §" = n, e/ S). Now take any non-empty closed subset E of X and consider the associated map/^: JT-> 2 X as in Theorem 2.1. Then the filters f E (^j) all converge to E in 2 X . Since 2* is pretopological we have that f E {^) -f^;^jf E (%) converges to E. But then we have Supf E (¥) = a x^U E = E so that %fc£. Since this is true for any choice of a non-empty closed set E we have a x^-0 and x converges to 0 in ^P( A r ). It follows that 9( X) is pretopological.
(2) => X is locally compact follows at once from the previous result. (3) => X is locally compact: Suppose 2 X is locally compact. We first show that X always is a closed subset of 2 X (civ. [9, Prop. 1.8]) . Let x be a filter on 2 X converging to some E G 2 X and containing X. If E contains more than one element choose x { and x 2 in E, x x ¥^ x 2 . Let V x and V 2 be disjoint neighborhoods of x x and x 2 . Let ft,Gx (and ^2 E x) have the property that for any A G& x (A E # 2 ), V x n A ¥-0 (V 2 D A ^ 0). Then (Jj Pi £ 2 n X ^= 0 which is impossible. Now since X is closed in 2 X 9 using the closed hereditarity of local compactness [8] it follows that X is locally compact. (4) =» Xis locally compact: Suppose that 2* is regular. Then since Xis a subspace it is also regular. Therefore it is sufficient to show that X is locally relatively compact. Suppose on the contrary that X is not locally relatively compact. As in Theorem 2.1 let x be a point of X such that ^(x) does not contain a relatively compact set. As in Theorem 2.1 we construct the family ( 6 li v ) v^(x) and % D T(x) Vn{% F |FE T(x)). We take E closed and non-empty and not containing x and we consider the associated map f E . For any V E °V(x) the filter / £ (% K ) converges to E and /£(<¥) converges to E U {x} in (1): Suppose X is not compact and let % be an ultrafilter on X with an empty adherence. Let K be a compact non-empty subset of X and put #= % H [K] . Then we have a x &= K. For f G ^let & F = {E E 2 X \ E C F}. Then {£ F | F e ^} is a filterbase on 2 X . Let T(^) be the filter generated. Then F(@ r ) V 6(X) C exists because for each F E ^we have an U E % with f7 UA" C F and so C/E (£ F n Q(X) C . We first show that there exists an ultrafilter x on 2 X finer than T(&) V 6(X) C and such that C ^. Suppose on the contrary that for any ultrafilter x D TCf) V we have ^(x) ct f. Then for any ultrafilter
The space &(X). Now we consider the collection 6(X)
Then we can find a finite number of these ultrafilters, say Xl ,...
Otherwise the collection T(^) V S(X)
C together with all the &(x) c would generate a filter which is impossible. Now let U E % be such that for F= UUKwehave0 F n 6(X) C C Uf =1 ffi( Xj .). SinceE &iXi) t Fforeach i E {l,...,n}, choose {x,,...,^} ? x t E i 7 and such that x t & E &(Xi) for each i E (1,...,«}. Since F is closed we have F E 6£ F n (2( JQ C so there exists a;e{l,...,«} with F E (£(x y )-Since x 7 6Fwe would have x y E E &(x } which is a contradiction. Now let x be an ultrafilter finer than T(<$) V 6(X) C and such that f ( x ) C f. Then clearly we have ^( x ) = â nd hence x converges to A' in 2 X . Since 6( X) c E x we have that Q(X) is not open.
EVA LOWEN-COLEBUNDERS THEOREM 4.2. Q(X) is pretopological if and only ifXis locally relatively compact.
Proof. Suppose 6( X) is pretopological. We again use the technique of proof of the case A = 0 in (1) Theorem (3.1). We choose E to be a non-empty compact subset of X in order to show that the neighborhoodfilter of 0 in 9(X) converges to 0. This implies that X is locally relatively compact as was shown in the first part of the proof of Theorem 2.1.
For the converse suppose X is locally relatively compact. Let (XJ)J<EJ be a family of filters on S(X) converging to some E G Q(X). Let X -H . e/ Xy We show that x converges to E inQ(X). We have Inf xInf x y [2, p. 62] and so Inf x = E. We prove that sup x C £. Take x G Sup x and let % be an ultrafilter, % D ^(x) V ^(x). Then we have X\ E £ %. Because if we would have X\ E G % then we could find a[/G% such that [7 C X| £. Take a relatively compact set R contained in U and belonging to % then i? C X\ E. For y G / let ^(Xj) = n /€E/ %/ for some index set / y and some family of ultrafilters (%/) /e/ . Then'we have -n s-(xy) = n n %/ c %.
ie/ y
Using [7, Prop. 2] it follows that there exist j 0 G / and i 0 G I Jo such that i? G 9l/°. Hence %/» converges to somey G X\E. But on the otherJiand y G Sup^F(Xy) -E which is a contradiction. Now since X\ E & % we have that the collection {U HE\U EfyL} has the finite intersection property. Since E is compact we have n i/e% U HE = E n a x 6 ll = £ Pi {JC} T^ 0 and thus JC G £. Proof. (1) <=> (2): If Xis locally compact then 2* is regular (3.1) and so is its subspace Q(X). Conversely if &(X) is regular then its subspace Xis regular and it only remains to be shown that X is locally relatively compact. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of (4) in Theorem (3.1) now choosing for E a non-empty compact subset of X not containing x.
(1) «=> (3): If X is locally compact then we already know that 2 X is topological. Then so is its subspace 6( X).
For the converse suppose Q(X) is topological. From the previous theorem we know that X is locally relatively compact. Since X is Hausdorff and contains more than one point, for any xGlwe can find a relatively compact neighborhood R of x, such that R ¥=" X. Lets consider the collections 6 R = {K\Kee(x),KnR^ 0}
and
We shall show that Q R is closed. For this purpose we first prove that
then let y G K n * and let ^ be an ultrafilter converging to 7 and containing R. Consider the function f K : X -> Q(X) mapping z to {2} U I Then /*:(%) converges to K in &(X). Since f K (R) C & R WQ have A'Efi^. For the other inclusion let K G G R and let x be a filter on (2(X) converging to K and containing (2^. Then ^(x) V i? exists since for (£ E x we have (Jn6^^ 0 and hence E a n R¥= 0. Let % be an ultrafilter finer than f (x) V i?. Since R is relatively compact % converges to somej> E i?. But % D ^(x) so we have >> E JST and thereforê E 6^. Since <2( X) is supposed to be topological its closure operator is idempotent and so 6^ is closed. Hence we also have that G R is closed. From this we show that R is compact. Suppose R is not compact. Let % be an ultrafilter containing R and such that a x % = 0. Since R ^ X we can choose a compact set K such that K D R = 0. Consider the associated function f K and the ultrafilter f K {%) on Q(X). Then Z^6^) converges to K in 6( X) and Q R E /*( W). Hence we have K eG R = 6 R . This is a contradiction. Now since R is compact we have that x has a compact neighborhood which proves that X is locally compact.
